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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
SHERMAN DIVISION
DW VOLBLEU, LLC, and SILVERLEAF
V, LLC, on behalf of themselves and
all other similarly situated persons,
Plaintiffs,
vs.
HONDA AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.;
and HONDA AIRCRAFT COMPANY,
LLC,
Defendants.

§
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§
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§
§

Civil Action No. ___________________

ORIGINAL COMPLAINT FOR CLASS RELIEF
DW Volbleu, LLC and Silverleaf V, LLC on behalf of themselves and on behalf of all
others similarly situated, file this Original Complaint complaining of Honda Aircraft Company,
Inc., and Honda Aircraft Company, LLC (collectively “Defendants”) and respectfully show as
follows:
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to the Class Action Fairness Act of 2005, 28

U.S.C. § 1332(d), because the proposed Class consists of 100 or more members; the amount in
controversy exceeds $5,000,000.00, exclusive of costs and interest; and minimal diversity exists.
The Court also has supplemental jurisdiction over the state law claims asserted, pursuant to 28
U.S.C. §1367.
2.

Venue is proper in this District and Division, under 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because a

substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims of Plaintiffs and the Class
members occurred in this District and Division.
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PARTIES
3.

Plaintiff DW Volbleu, LLC is a Texas limited liability company with its principal

place of business in Denton County, Texas.
4.

Plaintiff Silverleaf V, LLC is a Montana limited liability company with its principal

place of business in Maricopa County, Arizona.
5.

Defendant Honda Aircraft Company, Inc. is a duly existing corporation organized

under the laws of the State of Delaware. Honda Aircraft Company, Inc. is headquartered in North
Carolina, and is a company that designs, manufactures, markets, sells and services HondaJet
airplanes throughout the United States, including the State of Texas and globally. This Defendant
has and continues to systematically transact business in the State of Texas such that exercise of
personal jurisdiction is appropriate in a court located in Texas. Moreover, the Defendant has
committed the torts and unlawful actions described herein in the State of Texas. Thus, general and
specific jurisdiction is conferred on this Court. This Defendant may be served with process by
serving its registered agent: The Corporation Trust Company, Corporation Trust Center, 1209
Orange St., Wilmington, DE 19801 or, since Honda Aircraft Company, Inc. was engaged in
business in Texas and this lawsuit arises from its business in Texas, it may be served with process
under the Texas Long-Arm Statute and the Secretary of State is the agent for service, pursuant to
FRCP 4(h)(1)(A). Defendant Honda Aircraft Company, Inc. can therefore be served pursuant to
Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code §17.044 by serving the Texas Secretary of State and
process may be forwarded to Honda Aircraft Company, Inc. at its home office address of 6430
Ballinger Rd., Greensboro, NC 27410.
6.

Defendant Honda Aircraft Company, LLC is a duly existing limited liability

company organized under the laws of the State of Delaware with its principal place of business in
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North Carolina. On information and belief, the sole member of Honda Aircraft Company, LLC is
American Honda Motor Co. Inc., a corporation incorporated in California. Honda Aircraft
Company, LLC is headquartered in North Carolina, and is a company that designs, manufactures,
markets, sells and services HondaJet airplanes throughout the United States including the State of
Texas, and globally. This Defendant has and continues to systematically transact business in the
State of Texas such that exercise of personal jurisdiction is appropriate in a court located in Texas.
Moreover, the Defendant has committed the torts and unlawful actions described herein in the
State of Texas. Thus, general and specific jurisdiction is conferred on this Court. This Defendant
may be served with process by serving its registered agent: The Corporation Trust Company,
Corporation Trust Center, 1209 Orange St., Wilmington, DE 19801; or, since Honda Aircraft
Company, LLC was engaged in business in Texas and this lawsuit arises from its business in Texas,
it may be served with process under the Texas Long-Arm Statute and the Secretary of State is the
agent for service, pursuant to FRCP 4(h)(1)(A). Defendant Honda Aircraft Company, LLC can
therefore be served pursuant to Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code §17.044 by serving the
Texas Secretary of State and process may be forwarded to Honda Aircraft Company, LLC. at its
home office address of 6430 Ballinger Rd., Greensboro, NC 27410.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
7.

Plaintiffs and the proposed Class are purchasers, owners or operators of HondaJets.

HondaJets are manufactured by the Defendants and sold and serviced by the Defendants
themselves, and through a network of regional dealers located throughout the United States.
8.

According to Defendants, in December 2015, the HondaJet received FAA type

certification, signifying that it had met the FAA’s strict criteria for safety, reliability and
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technology. As part of the type certification process, “Honda Aircraft” conducted over 3000 hours
of flight testing and submitted more than two million pages of documentation.
9.

According to Defendants, in 2021 the HondaJet became the most delivered aircraft

in its class for the fourth consecutive year, after first achieving most-delivered status in 2017.
“Honda Aircraft Company’s” sales and service footprint spans North America, Europe, Latin
America, Southeast Asia, China, the Middle East, India, Japan, and Russia while the global
HondaJet fleet grows to more than 170 aircraft.
10.

On information and belief, approximately 207 HondaJets have been manufactured

and sold as of the filing of this lawsuit.
11.

All purchasers of HondaJets purchased their respective aircrafts pursuant to written

contracts that either contained or required the delivery by Defendants to all purchasers and
operators, of the specifications, capabilities and the operational, service and maintenance
requirements of the HondaJet and its components. A combination of written contracts, sales and
marketing literature, and owner/user warranty materials, coupled with owners’ and operators’
manuals and training materials, define the usage airworthiness of each aircraft, and prescribed the
maintenance and service required both to maintain contractual warranty coverage, and to keep
each aircraft airworthy and fully operational, on an ongoing basis after the sale. This literature has
been supplemented from time to time, with various notices, service notices, bulletins, or other
communications, when there is a need for maintenance, repairs, service, or other action not
previously discussed or addressed in prior disseminated operational literature, notices, or
communications.
12.

Plaintiffs and other purchasers rely upon Defendants’ marketing and

advertisements in deciding to purchase, own and operate HondaJets, on a longtime basis. In fact,
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the HondaJet engines were touted by Defendants as having a 5,000-hour TBO (time before
overhaul), which was one of the biggest selling points of the airplane that was used extensively in
the marketing of HondaJets for sale and use by owner/operators, including those who were new to
the jet ownership business. In an ongoing relationship after the sale of an aircraft, delivery and
initial training, Plaintiffs and the Class further rely upon Defendants to properly notify Plaintiffs
and the Class of material changes in safety-related or other material, maintenance, repair, or
operational recommendations when Defendants know of the same, or reasonably should know of
the same.
13.

Defendants have continuously advertised the following about the HondaJets and

the ownership experiences they sell:
HondaJet enhances your mobility to meet your business or personal needs. On
occasion you may need service or support away from your home location or
HondaJet dealer facility. Honda Aircraft Company and the HondaJet dealer
network will be there to support you. Should the need arise, mobile repair teams
can be dispatched from any HondaJet dealer or from Honda Aircraft Company in
Greensboro, NC. As part of our commitment to an exceptional customer ownership
experience, Honda field service representatives are available to provide on-site
support. They serve as technical support liaisons to both customers and dealers and
will actively participate in customer visits, warranty support, reliability reporting,
resolution of issues and overall care of our customers.
14.

Defendants also have continuously advertised the following about the HondaJets

and the ownership experiences they sell:
Around the Clock, Around the World
Our technical support center operates 24/7, with specialists trained to help you with
anything from immediate AOG ownership and general troubleshooting, to data and
fault analysis. Technicians interface with service engineering, conducting aircraft
repairs, service bulletin development, reliability and corrective action systems and
maintenance program analysis. For 24/7 AOG Support call: 888.453.2501 or
336.217.4702
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15.

All owner operators of HondaJets (or third-party owner-designated operators or

pilots) are offered and receive extensive flight and maintenance training from Defendants and
various of their partners, to enhance their ownership and operational experiences. Some elect to
rely upon the Defendants’ agent who are identified by Defendants as certified service centers, to
ensure that all maintenance requirements are known and adhered to.

During flight and

maintenance training, Defendants teach owners and operators about the general maintenance
requirements that must be adhered to so as to maximize the useful life of the aircraft and its
engines. Various service and maintenance plans are available for purchase as well, with service
and maintenance to be provided by Defendants’ agent network of certified facilities.
16.

On information and belief, beginning around March of 2020 Defendants came to

realize that owners and operators of HondaJets might not be flying their aircrafts with the same
regularity as they were being flown prior to the onset of the COVID-19 worldwide pandemic.
Owners who may have been using their aircrafts less regularly were still maintaining and servicing
their aircraft in compliance with all known and disclosed maintenance and service and operational
requirements, even if they were not flying their aircraft, or flying their aircraft with regularity.
17.

In around June of 2021, Plaintiffs discovered from sources other than Defendants

that in April of 2020, Defendants purportedly had given notice to owners and operators of
HondaJets about a requirement to fire up and run the engines of each HondaJet aircraft for 15
minutes, every 90-days, if the aircraft was not being flown during such a 90-day
period. Defendants apparently called this a requirement of storage of the HondaJet, although most
owners and operators were not storing their aircraft, even if utilization had declined during the
pandemic.
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18.

In or around June of 2021, Plaintiffs likewise discovered that Defendants were

requiring or warning all owners and operators who had ever failed to run the engines on their
aircrafts for 15 minutes every 90-days, or longer, to submit their engines to a tedious and expensive
inspection and overhaul and repair process depending on the duration of consecutive days when
the engines were not run in such a manner. More specifically, Defendants informed Plaintiffs that
all implicated engines, being those that had not been run pursuant to this purported
recommendation, had to be removed from the aircrafts, and disassembled to look for any corrosion
which may or may not have taken place, at a substantial cost estimated to be $700,000 per engine
pair, in many instances, if not discounted by Defendants for some reason.
19.

And each removed engine requiring such a disassembly, inspection and repair had

to be sent to Defendants’ approved overhaul facility rather than to one of Defendants’ regional
certified service centers, in lieu of Defendants dispatching certified overhaul technicians to the
location of aircrafts that were effectively grounded by this disassembly, service and repair
requirement, notwithstanding the fact that Defendants advertise that they will do so on a 24-hour,
7-day a week basis when such service is required.
20.

There is no mention of this purportedly recent recommendation to run the engines

or the consequences of not doing so, on Defendants’ website, in communications among owners
and operators in an owners’ and operators’ forum, or in any communication from the dealers who
sold the HondaJets to Plaintiffs and the Class. There is no such recommendation in any sales or
training literature disseminated to Plaintiffs and the Class at the time of their purchase, or after. In
fact, from April of 2020 until Plaintiffs happened to discover the recommendation and
consequences of failing to run the engines as recommended, even dealers or approved contractors
who maintained and operated HondaJets for their owners (including Plaintiff Silverleaf V, LLC)
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seemingly had no idea of the Defendants’ run-the-engines recommendation, or the need for the
recommended inspection and repair overhaul process if the engines were not run as putatively
recommended.
21.

“Service Letters” are used to provide general information related to product

improvement, economics, maintenance and/or operational practices. They do not communicate
emergency and safety operational maintenance and repair recommendations. Plaintiffs are
unaware of how many Class members have yet to discover that flying their aircraft -- if the engines
were not run for at least 15 minutes during a 90-day period -- requires a substantial and costly
inspection and repair process that requires a grounding of the aircraft until the same is complete,
to ensure its safety and usage airworthiness. Any notices putatively provided by Defendants most
certainly do not highlight or emphasize the engine use recommendation, nor do they highlight or
emphasize the consequences of failing to adhere to the engine use recommendation so that
reasonably diligent owners and operators would become aware of the recommendation and
consequences of not following the same.
22.

Plaintiffs have located an April, 2020 service letter, and deep into the letter under

a section entitled “Planning: Honda Aircraft Company recommends,” readers are directed to search
elsewhere for what is “recommended” in a manner that conceals, rather than makes apparent, what
is recommended with regard to the running the engines for 15 minutes every 90-days. But more
importantly, nowhere in the letter or elsewhere that Plaintiffs can identify, did Defendants
communicate that a failure of this previously unidentified recommendation to be followed would
impair the safety and usage airworthiness of the aircraft and its engines such that the engines would
have to be removed and disassembled, inspected, and repaired, at substantial time and money cost
to the aircraft owner, as a condition to safely operate the aircraft in the air.
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23.

When Plaintiffs discovered the problem from sources other than Defendants, they

already had allowed their aircrafts to sit for more than 90-days without running the engines for a
15-minute period. Accordingly, Plaintiffs were immediately subject to the removal, disassembly,
inspection, and repair process Defendants insisted was a requirement of ensuring the airworthiness
and safety of the aircraft, going forward, if the engines had sat idle for such a 90-day period of
time. Other Class members are similarly situated.
24.

At the time of purchase and throughout the history of the manufacture and delivery

of each HondaJet aircraft, and the history of extensive training provided to owners and pilots, there
was never any warning, advisory, notice or even a recommendation by Defendants that the engines
needed to be operated for some particular period of time or in some manner such described as
above, in order to avoid a major engine overhaul and the extensive cost of the same. As noted
above, Defendants marketed and advertised their engines as having a 5,000-hour time before
overhaul rating.
25.

Defendants’ unfair, unlawful, and deceptive conduct in designing, manufacturing,

marketing, and selling aircrafts with engines that required a certain usage requirement without any
warning or notice or disclosure of this requirement and Defendants’ concealment of the same has
caused Plaintiffs and all Class members substantial out-of-pocket losses, loss of warranty
exposure, and diminished value of their aircraft. 1
26.

Defendants knew about, manipulated, or recklessly disregarded the fact that the

engines powering all of its aircrafts would require a certain amount of usage or that the engines
could be subject to a failure or non-certification, but they failed to timely and properly disclose

Plaintiff Silverleaf V, LLC has attempted to mitigate its losses and damages by removing the engines from its
HondaJet, and delivering the same to Defendants; however, Plaintiff was charged over $350,000.00 for the overhaul
work that was putatively performed. Both Plaintiffs have lost potential opportunities to sell their aircrafts, due to their
disclosure obligations of this defect in the HondaJet and/or its component engines.

1
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this defect and the need to modify operations of the engines to avoid it, to Plaintiffs and the Class.
In fact, Defendants actually concealed the defect and manner in which it can be avoided, from
Plaintiffs and the Class and now seek to profit from that concealment by charging Plaintiffs and
the Class hundreds of thousands of dollars for the overhaul repair process Defendants claim is an
absolute necessity for safe operations of HondaJets whose engines were not run for at least 15
minutes during any 90-day stretch of time.
27.

Accordingly, Plaintiffs bring this lawsuit to recover for Defendants’ defective and

deficient design of the HondaJets inasmuch as apparently, in order to be safely operated, the
aircraft engines must be operated for a specific period of time and in a certain manner whether
flown or on the ground. Plaintiff further brings this action to recover for the failure of Defendants
to advise and/or warn, or to adequately advise and warn of the need to use the engines in a certain
manner and the failure of Defendants to advise and/or warn, or to adequately advise and warn, of
the costly consequences of failing to use the engines in such a manner.
CLASS ALLEGATIONS
28.

Defendants are residents of North Carolina who market, advertise, sell, service and

provide training to potential and actual purchasers of HondaJets located all over the world.
Plaintiffs bring this action on behalf of themselves and as a class action under the laws of the State
of North Carolina, pursuant to the provisions of Rules 23(a), (b)(2), and (b)(3) of the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, on behalf of the following Class: All persons or entities who purchased and
own a HondaJet.
29.

Excluded from the Class are Defendant and its parents, subsidiaries, and affiliates;

all persons who properly elect to be excluded from the Class; governmental entities; and the Judge
to whom this case is assigned and his/her immediate family.
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30.

Certification of Plaintiffs’ claims for class-wide treatment is appropriate because

Plaintiffs and Class members can prove the elements of their claims on a class-wide basis using
the same evidence as would be used to prove those elements in individual actions alleging the
same claim.
31.

This action has been brought and may be properly maintained on behalf of the Class

proposed herein under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23.
32.

Numerosity, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a)(1): The members of the Class

are so numerous and geographically dispersed that individual joinder of all Class members is
impracticable. While Plaintiffs are informed and believe that there are at least hundreds of
members of the Class, the precise number of Class members is unknown to Plaintiffs, but may be
ascertained from Defendants’ books and records. Class members may be notified of the pendency
of this action by recognized, Court-approved notice dissemination methods, which may include
U.S. mail, electronic mail, Internet postings, and/or published notice.
33.

Commonality and Predominance, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a)(2) and

23(b)(3): This action involves common questions of law and fact, which predominate over any
questions affecting individual Class members, including, without limitation: i. Whether
Defendants engaged in the conduct alleged herein; ii. Whether Defendants aircraft have the defects
alleged herein; iii. Whether Defendants had a duty to disclose the existence of the defect alleged
herein; iv. Whether Defendants’ conduct violates applicable consumer protection statutes and
other laws as asserted herein; v. Whether Plaintiffs and the other Class members are entitled to
equitable relief, including, but not limited to, restitution or injunctive relief; and vi. Whether
Plaintiffs and the other Class members are entitled to damages and other monetary relief and, if
so, in what amount.
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34.

Typicality, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a)(3): Plaintiffs’ claims are typical

of the other Class members’ claims because, among other things, all Class members were
comparably injured through Defendants’ wrongful conduct as described above.
35.

Adequacy, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(a)(4): Plaintiffs are adequate Class

representatives because their interests do not conflict with the interests of the other members of
the Class they seek to represent, Plaintiffs have retained counsel competent and experienced in
complex class action litigation, and Plaintiffs intend to prosecute this action vigorously. The
Classes’ interests will be fairly and adequately protected by Plaintiffs and their counsel.
36.

Superiority, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(b)(3): A class action is superior to

any other available means for the fair and efficient adjudication of this controversy, and no unusual
difficulties are likely to be encountered in the management of this class action. One single action
creates less burden on the court system in general and avoids potential for inconsistent or
contradictory judgments and limits the chance for delay and expense to all parties and the court
system.
CAUSES OF ACTION
Count 1: Fraudulent Concealment
37.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference the factual allegations contained in the

preceding paragraphs of this Complaint.
38.

Defendants have known or should have known from their extensive testing and

monitoring of the HondaJet that the design and manufacture of the same or its component engines
was such that the engines would have to be run for at least 15 minutes, every 90-days, in order to
remain fully operational, safe, and airworthy, even if the aircraft was not flown during such a 90day period. Similarly, Defendants have known or should have known that a failure to run the
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engines on its HondaJets for at least 15 minutes, every 90 days, would require a costly and
inconvenient total engine breakdown, inspection, overhaul, and repair.
39.

Defendants intentionally concealed this information or acted with reckless

disregard for the truth and denied the consuming public information that is highly relevant to their
purchasing decision, and the manner in which they would own and operate HondaJets they already
own following their purchase.
40.

Plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to damages, including increased maintenance

and repair costs, the diminished value of their aircrafts and the costs to reasonably break down
their engines for inspection and repair, in addition to incidental and consequential damages, and
all other damages allowable under law, including such further relief as the Court deems just and
proper.
North Carolina Consumer Protection Act;
N.C. Gen, Stat. §§ 75-1,1 through 75-35
41.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference the factual allegations contained in the

preceding paragraphs of this Complaint.
42.

N.C. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 75-1.1 makes unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or

affecting commerce unlawful.
43.

In the course of Defendants' business, they have knowingly failed to disclose and

actively concealed the dangerous risks and expensive costs and consequences of not running the
engines on HondaJets for at least 15 minutes during every 90-day period of time. These were
unlawful practices in that Defendants represented that HondaJets and their component engines
have characteristics, uses, benefits, and qualities which they do not have; represented that
HondaJets and their component engines are of a particular standard and quality when they are not;
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and advertised HondaJets and their component engines with the intent not to sell them as
advertised.
44.

As North Carolina residents involved in the marketing, advertising, sale, and

servicing of a complex consumer product to consumers who relied upon Defendants after a sale,
Defendants knew or should have known that their conduct violated North Carolina's consumer
protection statutes.
45.

Defendants engaged in an unlawful practice when they failed to disclose material

information concerning the HondaJets and their component engines that they knew at the time of
the sale or after, and Defendants deliberately withheld or concealed the information that the
engines on HondaJets could become severely damaged and unsafe for their intended purposes, if
the engines were not run for at least 15 minutes every ninety days, or broken down, disassembled,
inspected and repaired, before use of the engines and the aircraft they power, in flight.
46.

Defendants' unlawful practices caused substantial injury to consumers. Defendants

are liable for the same unlawful practices that were caused by their agent dealers.
47.

The defective engine manufacture, and the resultant propensity unsafe operations

of the HondaJet, unless costly repairs were performed long before a total overhaul was required,
was material to Plaintiffs and the Class.
48.

Defendants' conduct as described above has caused Plaintiffs and the Class injuries

in violation of N.C.G.S. § 75-1 6. Plaintiffs and Class Members overpaid for their HondaJets and
did not receive the benefit of their bargain, and their aircrafts have suffered a diminution in value.
Plaintiffs and the Class are accordingly entitled to treble damages.
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49.

Defendants have willfully engaged in the acts and practices described above, and

they have made unwarranted refusal to fully resolve the matter which constitutes the basis of this
suit, entitling Plaintiffs and the Class to an award of attorney's fees under N.C.G.S. § 75-16.1.
Breach of Express Warranty
50.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference the factual allegations contained in the

preceding paragraphs of this Complaint.
51.

Defendants are and were at all relevant times merchants as defined by the Uniform

Commercial Code ("UCC"), N.C. Gen. Stat. §25-2-104. Defendants expressly warranted that the
HondaJets and their component engines, which are merchandise, were safe. These warranties
became part of the basis of the bargain.
52.

Defendants expressly warranted that HondaJets and their component engines,

which are merchandise, were merchantable and fit for use for particular purposes at the time of the
purchase and sale. These warranties became part of the basis of the bargain.
53.

Defendants' HondaJets and their component engines were unfit for the particular

purposes for which they were manufactured, marketed and/or sold at the time of purchase and sale.
As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' breach of the express warranty, Plaintiffs and the
Class have been damaged as a result of the diminished value of their aircrafts.
54.

Plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to damages, including the diminished value of

their aircrafts as a result of the defects complained of, in addition to any costs of remediation, loss
of profits, incidental and consequential damages, and all other damages allowable under law,
including such further relief as the Court deems just and proper.
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Breach of Implied Warranty
55.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference the factual allegations contained in the

preceding paragraphs of this Complaint.
56.

Defendants are and were, at all relevant times, merchants as defined by the Uniform

Commercial Code ("UCC"), N.C. Gen. Stat. § 25-2-1 04. Defendants and their agents impliedly
warranted that HondaJets and their component engines were merchandise which was merchantable
and fit for use for particular purposes at the time of the purchase and sale.
57.

HondaJets and their component engines were unfit for the particular purposes for

which they were manufactured, marketed and/or sold at the time of the purchase and sale.
58.

As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' breach of the implied warranty of

fitness for a particular purpose, Plaintiffs and the Class have been damaged by the diminished
value of their aircrafts, loss of profit, and other incidental and consequential damages, including
such further relief as the Court deems just and proper.
Punitive Damages and Attorneys’ Fees
59.

Plaintiffs hereby incorporate by reference the factual allegations contained in the

preceding paragraphs of this Complaint.
60.

Defendants' conduct described herein was willful, wanton, and malicious. Upon

information and belief, the conduct was so widespread throughout each of Defendants'
corporations such that the officers, directors, and/or managers of each corporation knew or should
have known of the HondaJets and component engine defects complained of, and through their
failure to take corrective action, they condoned the willful, wanton, and malicious conduct.
61.

Accordingly, Plaintiffs and the Class are entitled to an award of punitive damages

in an amount to be determined by a jury.
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62.

Plaintiffs and the Class also seek an award and recovery of reasonable and

necessary attorney’s fees as authorized by applicable law.
JURY DEMAND
63.

Plaintiffs hereby demand a trial by jury.
PRAYER

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiffs pray that Defendants be
summoned to appear and answer, that class certification occur promptly as provided by law and
that upon final trial of this matter Plaintiffs and the Class recover a judgment against the
Defendants that includes:
(a)

a sum of damages within the minimum jurisdictional limits of this Court;

(b)

exemplary damages;

(c)

pre-judgment interest as provided by law;

(d)

post-judgment interest at the highest rate allowed by law; and

(e)

attorney’s fees and cost of suit.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Kenneth B. Chaiken
Kenneth B. Chaiken
State Bar No. 04057800
kchaiken@chaikenlaw.com
Robert L. Chaiken
State Bar No. 04057830
rchaiken@chaikenlaw.com
CHAIKEN & CHAIKEN, P.C.
5717 Legacy Dr., Suite 250
Plano, Texas 75024
(214) 265-0250 telephone
(214) 265-1537 facsimile
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS
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2

U.S. Government
Defendant

✖ 4

(For Diversity Cases Only)
PTF
Citizen of This State
1

Federal Question
(U.S. Government Not a Party)
Diversity
(Indicate Citizenship of Parties in Item III)

2

2

Incorporated and Principal Place
of Business In Another State

5

✖ 5

Citizen or Subject of a
Foreign Country

3

3

Foreign Nation

6

6

Click here for: Nature of Suit Code Descriptions.

TORTS

110 Insurance
120 Marine
130 Miller Act
140 Negotiable Instrument
150 Recovery of Overpayment
& Enforcement of Judgment
151 Medicare Act
152 Recovery of Defaulted
Student Loans
(Excludes Veterans)
153 Recovery of Overpayment
of Veteran’s Benefits
160 Stockholders’ Suits
190 Other Contract
195 Contract Product Liability
196 Franchise

REAL PROPERTY
210 Land Condemnation
220 Foreclosure
230 Rent Lease & Ejectment
240 Torts to Land
245 Tort Product Liability
290 All Other Real Property

and One Box for Defendant)
PTF
DEF
Incorporated or Principal Place
4
✖ 4
of Business In This State

Citizen of Another State

IV. NATURE OF SUIT (Place an “X” in One Box Only)
CONTRACT

DEF
1

PERSONAL INJURY
PERSONAL INJURY
310 Airplane
365 Personal Injury 315 Airplane Product
Product Liability
Liability
367 Health Care/
320 Assault, Libel &
Pharmaceutical
Slander
Personal Injury
330 Federal Employers’
Product Liability
Liability
368 Asbestos Personal
340 Marine
Injury Product
345 Marine Product
Liability
Liability
PERSONAL PROPERTY
350 Motor Vehicle
✖ 370 Other Fraud
355 Motor Vehicle
371 Truth in Lending
Product Liability
380 Other Personal
360 Other Personal
Property Damage
Injury
385 Property Damage
362 Personal Injury Product Liability
Medical Malpractice
CIVIL RIGHTS
PRISONER PETITIONS
440 Other Civil Rights
Habeas Corpus:
441 Voting
463 Alien Detainee
442 Employment
510 Motions to Vacate
443 Housing/
Sentence
Accommodations
530 General
445 Amer. w/Disabilities 535 Death Penalty
Employment
Other:
446 Amer. w/Disabilities 540 Mandamus & Other
Other
550 Civil Rights
448 Education
555 Prison Condition
560 Civil Detainee Conditions of
Confinement

FORFEITURE/PENALTY

BANKRUPTCY

625 Drug Related Seizure
of Property 21 USC 881
690 Other

422 Appeal 28 USC 158
423 Withdrawal
28 USC 157
INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS

LABOR
710 Fair Labor Standards
Act
720 Labor/Management
Relations
740 Railway Labor Act
751 Family and Medical
Leave Act
790 Other Labor Litigation
791 Employee Retirement
Income Security Act

IMMIGRATION
462 Naturalization Application
465 Other Immigration
Actions

820 Copyrights
830 Patent
835 Patent - Abbreviated
New Drug Application
840 Trademark
880 Defend Trade Secrets
Act of 2016
SOCIAL SECURITY
861 HIA (1395ff)
862 Black Lung (923)
863 DIWC/DIWW (405(g))
864 SSID Title XVI
865 RSI (405(g))
FEDERAL TAX SUITS
870 Taxes (U.S. Plaintiff
or Defendant)
871 IRS—Third Party
26 USC 7609

OTHER STATUTES
375 False Claims Act
376 Qui Tam (31 USC
3729(a))
400 State Reapportionment
410 Antitrust
430 Banks and Banking
450 Commerce
460 Deportation
470 Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations
480 Consumer Credit
(15 USC 1681 or 1692)
485 Telephone Consumer
Protection Act
490 Cable/Sat TV
850 Securities/Commodities/
Exchange
890 Other Statutory Actions
891 Agricultural Acts
893 Environmental Matters
895 Freedom of Information
Act
896 Arbitration
899 Administrative Procedure
Act/Review or Appeal of
Agency Decision
950 Constitutionality of
State Statutes

V. ORIGIN (Place an “X” in One Box Only)
✖

1 Original
Proceeding

2 Removed from
State Court

6 Multidistrict
Litigation Transfer
Cite the U.S. Civil Statute under which you are filing (Do not cite jurisdictional statutes unless diversity):

VI. CAUSE OF ACTION

3

Remanded from
Appellate Court

4 Reinstated or
Reopened

5 Transferred from
Another District
(specify)

8 Multidistrict
Litigation Direct File

28 U.S.C 1332(d); 28 U.S.C 1367

Brief description of cause:
Fraud; Breach of Express and Implied Warranties for the concealment of relevant information regarding the purchase of an airplane.

✖
VII. REQUESTED IN
COMPLAINT:
VIII. RELATED CASE(S)
IF ANY

CHECK IF THIS IS A CLASS ACTION
UNDER RULE 23, F.R.Cv.P.
(See instructions):

CHECK YES only if demanded in complaint:

DEMAND $

JURY DEMAND:

JUDGE

DATE

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY OF RECORD

Aug 12, 2021

/s/ Kenneth B. Chaiken

DOCKET NUMBER

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
RECEIPT #

AMOUNT

APPLYING IFP

JUDGE

MAG. JUDGE

✖

Yes

No

